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RECOlms 1961/87 

INTRODUCTION 

The Cornish Sheet, in the north-ear,tern part of the 

Canning Basin, lies between latitudes 200 and 21° South, and 

There is no permanent 

settlement within the Sheet area, although Balgo Mission is only 

about 18 miles east of the north-eastern corner and Billiluna 

Station is 56 miles by road from Deliv8ry Camp. The Canning 

Stock Route crosses the Cornish Sheet and is used by Billiluna 

Station for droving s:ock to Carnegie Station, about 500 miles 

to the south. Access to the area is by way of a vehicle track 

which follows the C8.nning Stock Route as far south as Well 48, 

near Godfreys J:ank. Godfreys Tank is 107 miles from Billiluna 

Homestead via this track. There is a subsidiary track from 

Billiluna Homestead to Werriada Yard at the southern extremity 

of Gregory Salt Lake. 

Annual rainfall in the area is usually less than ten 

i11ches, but ample supplies of potable water can be obtained 

from wells along the Canning Stocle Route. 

The conditions encountered while carrying out a 

geological reconnaissance of the north-east Canning Basin are 

described by Casey & Wells (1956). 
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Previous Investigations 

The earliest explorer in the area was A.C. Gregory (1857), 

who in 1856 followed Sturt Creek southwards and discovered 

Gregory Salt Lake. 

In 1873 Col. P.E. Warburton (1875) crossed the 'Great 

Sandy Desert' from Alice Springs to the Oakover Hiver. His 

exploration route passed about 20 miles south of Gregory Salt 

Lake at Lady Edith Lagoon. 

D.W. Carnegie's exploration route (1898) from the West 

Australian Goldfields to Halls Creek passed across the western 

part of the Cornish She8t a.nd he namsd many prominent features. 

A practicable stock route betvveen Viiluna and Hp,lls Creek 

was surveyed by Canning in 1906 and 1907. In 1908 H. W.B. Talbot 

accompanied Canning when the stock route was opened and published 

(1910) an account of the geology and water supplies. E. Kidson 

(1921) recorded magnetic observations along the Stocl~ Route. 

L.J. Jones (1922) travelled along the Canning Stock Route and made 

a geological investigation of Block 21H (20 - 220 S, 1230 30' - 1290 

E) for the Locke Oil Development Syndicate and Kimberley Petroleum. 

He descri be3 a dome 1 ~- miles east of No. 48 Vlell and a terrace or 

monoclinal fold, 2 miles west of No. 50 Well, Canning Stock Route. 

In 1925, Terry (1927) travelled from Halls Creek to 

Godfreys Tank as part of an exploring and prospecting expedition 

in north-eastern Australia. 

VI. G. Woolnough (1933) d:?!scribed a flight from Louisa 

Downs to Gregory Salt Lah:e, in a report on aerial survey operations 

in Australia. 

D.P. Mac~tay (1934) covered a great deal of the Canning 

B3sin during an aerial survey, but very little of the Cornish 

Sheet was included. 

A preliminary aerial reconnaissance of' the desert area was 

carried out b;:r C.St.J. Brenmer (1940) for Caltex CAust.) Oil 

Development Pty Ltd, mainl;:l to assess transportation difficulties 
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and the distribution of outcrops. 

W.H. Maddox (1941) made a geological reconnaissance 

in the north-eastern part of the Fitzroy Basin, including a 

traverse to Godfreys Tank. .An account of the geology south and 

south-west of Balgo Mission by H.J. Evans (1948) in an 

unpublished report to Frome .Broken Hill Fty Ltd includl~s a small 

area of the Cornish Sheet. 

F. Reeves (1949) carried out extensive aerial and ground 

geological reconnaissance in the Caruling Basin for VacuuJn Oil 

Co. Much of his report covering the north-eastern area is based 

on work by W.H. Maddox and H.J. Evans. 

The Sheet was photographed by the R.A.A.F. in 1953 at a 

scale of 1 : 50,000, and a 4-mile photomosaic was compiled by the 

National Mapping Division. In 1954, the Bureau of Mineral 

Resources, Geophysical Section, carried out an aeromagnetic 

reconnaissance of the Canning Basin; portions of three flight 

lines from Halls Creek oross the Sheet. 

A geological reconnaissance of the area was made by 

the Bureau of Mineral Resources in 1955, and gravity readings 

were taken by a c c," l ·'_).st of West Australian Petroleum pty Ltd, 

who accompar, i e;d the party. Astrofixes were taken by the 

Western Australian llands and Survey Department the same year. 

In 1956 surveyors from the Department of the Interior observed 

astrofixes~' .d instrument-levelled heights along the Canning Stock 

Route as far south as Well 48. In 1957, as part of the Bureau 

of Mineral I-/.esources helicopter survey 'of the Canning Basin, 

gravity observations were made in the south-western sector of 

the Cornish Sheet. 

T (~rry (1957) summarizes some o'f the exploratory work in 

the C8.nning Basin. 



The results of astrofixes on this Sheet are" tabulated 

below. Those Yvi th prefix N were observed by the W.A. State Lands 

& Surveys Department, and those with prefix K.B.S. by the 

Department of the Interior. 

Astro-Stat:Lon Latitude Longitude Basting 

N.10 20°21' 14.58" 126°46' 35.7" 488680 

N.11 200 44' 35.2" 126°39' 45.0" 475461 

N.12 (Approx. ) 20°58' 10.0" 127°27' "46.0" 566377 

N.13 200 35' 05.3" 127°19' 11 .8" 550509 

K.B.S. 1 20°16' 13.2" 1260 33' 04.3" 462975 

K.B.8.2 20°13' 0.6" 1260 56' 37.3" 507859 

-- :s ~ 3 l~. • u. 200 00' 46.2" 1270 18' 1-1-2.9" 55014·1-

PHYSIOGRAPHY 

Northing 

2453395 

2406346 

2378337 

2425057 

2463634 

2469909 

2494325 

The main land-forms in the area are dissected hills, sand 

plains, and alkali or clay flats. The largest ar~as of dissected 

hills are the Minnie Range, Bishop Range, Southesk Tableland, 

and the hills near Godf'reys Tarut:. The higher peaks are mostly 

about 350 f c,et above the level 01" the surrounding sand plain, 

and 1300 feet or le s s above sea level. Mesas and buttes are 

comIllon in the dissected hills, especially where the sediments are 

flat-lying. In places where the sediments are folded, mesas and 

buttes are formed only where a well developed duricrust or laterite 

cap has formed and has been subsequently deeply dissected. 

The sand plain of the desert ranges from about 800 to 950 

feet above sea level. The sand plain on the western margin of 

the Sheet a.nd the depression in which Gregory Salt JJake is 

situ~ted are topographically the lowest. Gregory Salt Lake and 

adjacent smaller lake s are alkali flats formed by internal 

drainae:;e; the surface of the lakes consists of allUVium with 

some gypsum and salt deposits. 
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The largest drainage channel on the sheet is Sturt Creek, 

which flows into Gregory Salt Lake. A smaller stream, Djaluwon 

Creek, flows into the southern end of the 13.ke. Any streams 

draining the dissected hills are very short, and on reaching the 

sand plains mostly terminate in claypans with associated alluvial 

deposi ts. Examples of this type of stream are those north of 

the Roberts Range and a short creek el:Jptying on the flat on which 

Well 50 is situated. 

The area was probably uplifted ~~y, and the initial 

surface (Cotton, 1945) was probably a plain modified only by the 

more prominent structural elements. After a period of 

lateritization, which apparently affected only f)Ome parts of the 

area, the land surface was subjected to desert weathering, and 

the present landf :.~ rm'· is the result of an arid erosion cycle. 

Stream erosion was probably the most :potent factor in reducing the 

upland areas. Hedistribution of pediments gave a plain of arid 

erosion. Gregory Salt Lake is a local base level for stream 

alluviwn brought into the lake by Sturt Creek. 

STRATIGRA}'HY* 

No Palaeozoic rocks older than Permian are exposed on 

the Sheet and no basement rocks crop out. Outcrops are generally 

poor except in areas of mesa and butte topography or in folded 

sediments adj3.cent to prominent fault-lines. The rocks are 

generally deeply weathered and a laterite cap is still preserved 

on much of the quartz greyvvacke and the finer-grained clayey 

sediments. 

rermian 

Permian rocks cover the largest surface area, and are 

represented by both Llarine and estu8.rine or freshwatr.r sediments. 

* Specimer. NurJlbers (e.g. C.23) refer to samples collected 

during 1955 and housed in the J3ureau of Ivlineral Resources Museum. 
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Permian rocks are well exposed in the dissected sediments in the 

Southesk Tableland and Bishop Range where the sediments are 

folded. No Permian formations older than the Noonkanbah 

Formati on have been recognised: they may be conce[tled by the 

younger formations or may be part of the undifferentiated 

Permian sections not visited, though, as neither the Poole 

Sandstone nor the Grant Formation could be recognised by 

photo-pattern, most of the sediments probably belong to the 

Noonkanbah or Liveringa Formation. 

The l'!£2.:r>Jmnbah Fornation has ver".l poor outcrops and for 

the most part is obscured by deposits of alluvium and sand. 

The formation was mapped by its lithology, photo-pattern, and 

type of outcrop, especially Yvhere the fine sandstone and shale 

crop$ out sporadically on clay flats and tt overlain by the 

fossiliferous Balgo Member. The Noonkanbah Formation is made 

up chiefly of calcilutite and fine qual'"'tz greywacke, with some 

concretionary sandstone and shale. 

Outcrops of the Balgo Member of the Liveringa Formation 

are usually well exposed, but in some places it is hard to 

distinguish the Bnlgo Member from tho Noonkanbah Formation in 

photo-pattern, especially where relief is not great. As a 

consequence many of the Permian sediments in the Southcsk 

Tablel~nd and Bishop Range cannot be identified and are mapped 

as undifferentiated Noonl~anball Formation or Balgo Member. 

j?ossiliferous Balgo Member crops out a.t C47, but no other 

localities vdth well preserved fossils were found. At 047 

the sediments are fine silicified sandstone and fine micaceous 

ripple-marked sf:mdstone overlying concretionary micaceous 

quartz-greyvvaclce; the greywacke contains the numerous marine 

fOSSils. 

In contrllst to the Balgo Member and the Noonkanbah 

Formation the Condren Sandstone Me,tber of the Li veringa 

Formation usually creps out as 1:ll8SaS and buttes, breakawc:ys, 
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and dissected rounded hills, which produce a distinctive photo-

pattern. The outcrops are mostly light-coloured and form 

prominent topographic features with good exposures. The member 

has a well developed joint-pattern and erosion along the jOints 

often produces an en echeivn arrangement of conical hills, notably 

in some parts of the Southesk Tableland and in the Roberts Range. 

A contact of the Condren Sandstone Member with a conglomerate 

possibly of the overlying Cretaceous Godfrey Beds was observed 

at C59, 13 miles north-north-west of Godfreys Tank. The contact 

surface dips at 100 - 20 0 east. The underlying sandstone is a 

micaceous shaly medium-grained current-bedded and ripple-marked 

sandstone with some interbedded shale. The lithology is similar 

to that of other outcrops of Condren Sandstone in the north-east 

part of the Canning Basin. The sandstone was laid dOVln in an 

estuarine or possibly near-shore shallow-water marine environment. 

The contact with the Balgo Member is probably conformable. 

Triassic-Jurassic 

Several small outcrops of micaceous shale and fine sandstone 

contain abundant Isaura sp., &~ngula sp., and a lamellibranch 

form aff. Pseudomonotis (R.O. Brunnschweiler, pers. corum.). In 

the Bishop Range (C13, C14) this shale overlies Noonkanbah and 

other Permian sediments without apparent unconformity; but at 

IvI29 and C31 in the Minnie Range a similar Isaura-bearing shale 

overlies a plant-bearing sandstone and siltstone of Upper Triassic 

or Lower Jurassic age which has been named the Culvida Sandstone 

and may be the equivalent of the Ersldne Sandst one of the 

Fitzroy Basin (Brunnschweiler 1954). The shale in the Bishop 

Range has been identified with the Blina Shale (Reeves, 1951) 

of the Fitzroy Basin, and that which overlies the Culvida 

Sandstone has been mapped as undifferentiated Mesozoic; but the 

two are indistinguishable. 
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The Blina Shale has no characteristic topographic 

expression and may either cap isolated peaks or form low 

dissected hills of moderately dipping strata. 

The Culvida Sandstone (Casey & Wells, 1961) is only exposed 

in the Minnie Range near Well 50 on the Canning Stock Route. 

The best exposures are on the banks of a snaIl watercourse that 

drains eastward on to the claypan on which Well 50 is situated. 

White (1957) has described the rlants collected from C8 and C62. 

The minimum thickness of the formation, estimated from several 

sections in isolated breakaways, is probably less than 200 feet. 

The lithology of this formation is much more variable than that 

of the Blina Shale: sandstone with abundant clay pellets probably 

derived from the interbedded siltstone. The Culvida Sandstone 

mostly forms low hills, and some isolated peaKs such as those at 

Chilpada Chara. The slopes of the peaks give a characteristic 

smooth pattern on the air photographs. 

Cretaceous 

The Godfrey Beds (Elliott, Casey, & Wells, in McWhae et ale 

1958) crop out near Godfreys Tank, predominantly as massive 

quartz sandstone, with a minimum thickness of 300 feet. The 

type area is C3a, 3.2 miles north-nori;h-east of Well 48 on the 

Canning Basin Stock Route, where the Beds crop out as prominent 

breakaways and many promontories and prominent peaks. They also 

crop out at Mount Cornish and Mount Elgin. Steep-sided narrow 

valleys have been eroded in the sediments near Godfreys Tallli, and 

some of them terminate in large pot-holes that have been 

excavated by small waterfalls: two such holes are Godfreys 

Taru{ and Breadens POOl. The breakaways are capped by a very 

massive sandstone up to 20 feet thicl{ which is underlain by a well 

bedded comparatively softer sandstone. In several places the 

worm trail Rhizocorallium and ?Etea sp. indicate a probable 

Lower Cretaceous age for the Godfrey Beds. At the type section, 

which is 179 feet thick, Rhizocorallium was found in a quartz 
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sandstone about 45 feet from thQ base of the breakaway. 

At C59 the Condren Sandstone Member is overlain by 

a coarse conglomerate with boulders of sedimentary rocks up to 

two feet across which is probably the basal conglomerate of the 

Godfrey Beds. In the Minnie Range two photo-interpreted outcrops 

of the Godfrey Beds overlie the Culvida Sandstone and at C23 

an outlier of pandstone with Rhizocorallium overlies undiff~rentiated 

Noonkanbah Formation or Balgo Member. In both areas the 

nature of the contact is not lmown. The Godfrey Beds are 

nowhere in contact with younger formations, 

The closest outcrops of Cretaceous rocks to these on the 

Cornish Sheet are at Broolanan 'vvaters on the Stansmore Sheet 

(F!52-6), where siltstone and claystone with indeterminate 
1?r' radiolaria (cf • .()enosphaere:, identified by Mfes I. Crespin) crop out. 

Quaternary 

Salt deposits are not widespread; they are found as a 

thin crust on the surface of Gregory Salt Lake and on some of the 

smaller claypans and saltpans on the Sheet. Thin deposits of 

evaporite have been reported in several of the smaller streams that 

drain into the Salt Lake. Caliche and travertine are common near 

the groups of claypans and salt lakes at the north-eastern corner 

of the Sheet. A very large area of travertine stretches 

southwards from Well 50 on the Canning Stock Route as far as 

Lady Edith Lagoon and thence north-westwards to Well 49 on the 

Canning Stock Route. Large masses of travertine occur in the sand 

plain area south of Fishes Bluff and between Wells 45 and 46 on the 

Canning Stock Route. These large deposits probably lie on low 

ground, where g:cound water evaporates very close to the surface. 

A coquinite with numerous small turretted gastropods occur in the 

travertine at C11e 

Alluvium occurs either as snaIl fans and outwash plains 

where small streams draining the dissected hills empty their load 

onto the sand plain, or comparatively larger areas in the north-east 
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corner of the Sheet area, derived from the transported load in 

Sturt Creek. The surface of Gregory Salt Lake is predominantly 

alluvium with some salt and caliche. A notable feature of the 

alluvium is that i~ is light g~ey or almost white. 

Aeolian sand covers extensive plains and is heaped into 

ntUllerous seif chains trending east-west. A thin coating of 

hematite on the sand-grain surfaces gives the sand its red Jr 

orange colour. The sand is generally medium to fine-grained and 

sub angular to subrounded. 

STRUCTURE 

The Cornish Sheet area forms part of the very large 

intracratonic Cannlng Basin. No basement rocks are exposed and 

the thickness of sediments can only be estimated approximately 

from the scant geophysical data~ 

The sediments of the Canning Basin are cut by numerous 

faults trending north-north-west. They are nearly parallel to the 

trend of the Fenton and Pinnacle Faults to the north-west, but 

do not appear clearly to define shelf and trough areas. The 

available reconnaissance gravity data indicate a trough whose 

deepest part passes south-south-east from Godfreys Tank and then 

south-east th":-cnt'h into the South8sk Tablelands. To the north-east 

and south-west of this trou~h gravity values are relatively high, 

and the sediments therefore probably much thinner. Another 

gravity high tr8nds east-north-east in the north-west corner of 

the Sheet : it may indicate a bas(3ment ridge at the south-eastern 

end of the Fitzroy Basin. The faults on this Sheet therefore may 

not be continuations of the Pinnacle and Fenton systems, although 

they may have a similar origin. Variation in the thickness of 

the Upper Proterozoic rocks may greatly influence the gravity 

values on the Sheet. Faults are generally parallel to the trend 

of the steep gradient, but not close to it. 
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Faulted monoclinal folds, asymmetrical folds and 

dome-and-basin structures are present in the Minnie and Bishop 

Ranges and the Southesk Tableland. These structures are common 

in hinge-line areas affected t·y mass slumping and differential 

compaction .in the thicker section of sediments in the adjacent 

troughs. 

The structure of the Godfrey Beds at Godfreys Tank is not 

clear. The num.erous dips measured in the area suggest several 

small folds with gently dipping limbs. The most prominent appears 

to be a south-pitching syncline with its axi s roughly coinciding 

with the trend of Breaden Valley. 

Two unusual structures occur on the Sheet. One is an 

almost circular dome about two miles in diameter near C23 in the 

Southesk Tableland. The second is a basin about 2i miles in 

diameter, 4 miles south-east of C41. The beds in the basin 

dip east-north-east in its south-western quadrant. No dips 

were measured in the dome. These structures are unusual in 

being almo st perfectly symmetrical, but. they may be,like the 

other structures referred to above, the concomitants of slump 

movement in an unstable area. The size and symmetry of the dome 

are not inconsistent with the dimensions of domes produced by 

salt intrusions. (A large salt mass was recently discovered 

south of the Fenton Fault in the WAPET Frome Rocks No.1 Bore.) 

There is no evidence of the presence of snIt or as sociated rocks 

at this dome, but a large mass of salt may nevertheless be present 

at depth. 

Gregory Salt Lake lies in a topographic depression but 

there is no evidence from the surrounding sediments of 'the 

structural origin of the lake. Any uplifting of the sediments 

along the prominent fault lines to the south may have been 

instrumental in damming back the 13.ke. 
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 

Petroleum Potentialities 

The area must be considered to have some possibility of 

petroleum accrunula.tions, Permian and Mesozoic rocks crop out and 

Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks older than Permian may be present in 

the basin sediments~ An appreCiable thickness of sediments is 

indicated by the large relatively low gravity anomalies, but 

whether this reflects a thickness of' Phanerozoic rocks or ·reflects 

a change in basement density is not known. 

The Mesozoic rocks have little potential for petroleum: 

they are relatively thin and in most places deeply dissected. 

Source beds for petroleum may be present in Palaeozoic 

rocks in the trough area. If S09 then drainage from these beds 

may give petroleum accumulation in reservoir rocks, whiol! could 

well develop near hinge-line areas of sedimentation. The 

shale, siltstone, and calcareous beds in the Noonkanbah Formation 

would be suitable as cap and source rock. The Permian formations 

could possibly act as reservoir beds in the northern half of the 

Sheet, where they are overlain by Mesozoic rocks. 

Apart from the sL~ll dome near C23, there are no well 

defined closed anticlines in the I'ermian rocks, and most folding 

is monoclinal, near faults. 

Water Resources 

Surface water is limited to rOCk-holes, water-holes, and 

water that may accumulate in arry of the salt lakes and claypans. 

Sturt Creek has many water holes and several are present in the 

short streruI1s interconnecting the numerous lakes and claypans in 

the north-eastern part of the Sheet. Most of them are used for 

watering cattle, Two of the largest rock-holes in the area are 

Godfreys Tanl{: and Breadens Pool. Godfreys Tank hold s about 

40,000 gallons, but is inaccessible to stock. Breadel".lS Pool 

could be used for watering a few head of stocl{ at a time, and when 
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full holds about 20,000 gallons. 

Wells on the Caruling Stock Route are on the average 15 

miles apart; the northernmo st is Well 51 near Delivery Camp Plain. 

The wells have struck good sUPl.,lies of water, generally at depths 

from 20 to 70 feet, mostly in Permian sediments. The supply from 

the se wells as shown on the Canning Stock Route map is given in 

the Table below. 

Well No. Depth Storage Supply Quality 
in feet of water. 

45 28 2,250 gals. 1,000 gals/hr. Excellent 

46 27 1,300 " 2,000 " " 
47 25 1,500 " 1,260 " " 
48 66 7,650 " 130 " (Now caved 

in) 

49 50 4,800 " 500 " Excellent 

50 62 3,300 II 500 " " 
51 22 900 II 1,750 " Poor 
(Vterriado) quality 

The spoil frOB Well 51 is hard sandy clay with large 

amounts of gypsum. These materials may be connected with the 

evaporite deposits in Gregory Salt Lake. 
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TABLE I - STRATIGRAPHY AND CORRELATIONS ON THE COP..NISH SHEET, F!52-1 

FORMATION 

Godfrey Beds 

CuI vida Sandstone 

Blina Shale 

ll,n: NI f.,ruTll 
THICKNESS 
IN FEET 

20 
0-120 

10 
5 
1 

300 

30 

100 

100 

LITHOLOGY 

Alluvial silt, & sand 
Aeolian sand 
Travertine 
Caliche 
Evaporites - gypsum 

and halite. 

Coarse and fine ~ 
sandstone thin bedded, 
some s iltstone. 

Well bedded sandstone 
and shale. 
Coarse cUITe:pt-bedded 
sandstone and inter
bedded fine white sbale 

Medium micaceous sh3.le 
and sandstone, well 
bedded. 

FOSSILS 

Rhizocorallium ' 
and ~tea Spa 

Isaura sp. 

Numerous 
plants. 

CORRELATION 

Ank~tell Sandstone 
of south-west 
Canning Basin. 
(Traves, Casey & 
Viells, 1956). 

Erskine Sandst one of 
Fitzroy Basin. 
(Brunnschwffiler, 1954) 

I saura sp., Lingula Blina Shale of 
SPa Fitzroy Basin{ 
Pseudomonotis SPa (Reeves, 1951). 

----------~-----------DIScONFOm~rrTY-·-----------------------------------------------------------------------
(Condren Sandstone 250 Massive jointed sand- Plants Middle plant bearing 

Pn 

(Member stone and interbedded beds of Liveringa 
( laminated sandstone. FOrTIle,tion. 

~BalgO Member or 200 Quartz grey'..vacke, Stutchburia cf. Lightje.ck Ivlember of 

(
Light jack Member medium sandstone, muc1erongensis, Liveringa Formation. 

Noonkanbah 
F'ormation 

50+ 
sone shale. AtomodesDa sp.ind. (Guppy et ale 1958). 
Calcilutita and fine Marine 
quartz greywacke with rJacrofossils. 
concretionary 
sandstone and shale. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
• 
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